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Automotive Basic Standards Sectional Committee, TED 1

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (First Revision) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the draft finalized

by the Automotive Basic Standards Sectional Committee had been approved by the Transport Engineering
Division Council.

This standard was first published in 1986 covering the terms and definitions associated with weights of
scooters and motorcycles only. In this revision, the terms and definitions of weights of ‘Mopeds’, which
were covered separately under 1S 9726: 1984 ‘Terms and definitions 6f weights of mopeds’, have also been

amalgamated in this standard. Subsequently IS 9726:1984 stands withdrawn.

In the preparation of this standard, considerable assistance has been derived from 1S0 6726-1988 ‘Road
vehicle — Weights of mopeds and motorcycles with two wheels — Vocabulary’, issued by the International
Organization for Standardization (1S0).

The composition of the Committee responsible for the formulation of this standard is given in Annex A.
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Indian Standard

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS OF WEIGHTS OF
TWO WHEELED

(First
1 SCOPE

This standard defines the terms relating to weights of
two wheeled motor vehicles. It does not cover the
following vehicles:

MOTOR VEHICLES

Revision)

a) Vehicles with a maximum design speed not

exceeding 6 km/h;

b) Vehicles intended for pedestrian control; and

c) Vehicles intended for use by the physically
handicapped.

1.1 It does not deal with the methods of measurement,

the units used in reporting the results, the accuracy
required or the order of the magnitude of the weights

defined.

2 GENERAL

2.1 Unless otherwise stated with regard to one or more

of the items mentioned below, it shall be understood
that:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

by ‘weight’ or by ‘load’ is meant the force
transmitted by the vehicle, or by the part of
the vehicle defined, to a horizontal plane of
contact, under static conditions;

the supporting surface for the vehicle and any
surface used on weighing device are horizontal

and in the same plane;

weight and loads are measured when the vehicle
is stationary and the engine is not running; the
vehicle and its wheels being in the straight –

ahead position;

the definition also apply to vehicles which are
new from the factory and normally equipped; and

the tyres are inflated the pressure corresponding

to manufacturer’s instructions for condition of
the vehicle under which weights are measured.

NOTE — The terms ‘weight’ and ‘load’ have been retained

in this standard in place of the correct term ‘mass’ as
concession to the continued current use of these terms by
certain legislative bodies. When the terms ‘weight’ or ‘load’
are used in the sense of mass, the unit kilogram (kg), shall

be given; when they are used in the sense of a force, the unit
Newton (N), or Kilo Newton (kN) shall be given.

3 TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

3.1 Vehicle Dry Weight

It is the weight of vehicle ready for normal operation
and fitted with the following:

a)

b)

c)

d)

auxiliary equipment only as necessary for normal
operation;
full electrical equipment including the lighting

and signaling devices supplied by the
manufacture
all instruments and fittings required by any
legislation in respect of which a measurement of
the vehicle dry weight is being made; and
has full complement of liquids to ensure the

correct functioning of every part of the vehicle.

NOTE — Fuel and fuel/oil mixture are not included in the
measurement but such items as wet battery acid fluid for
hydraulic circuits, coolant and engine oil are included.

3.2 Vehicle Kerb Weight (Unladen weight)

The vehicle dry weight (see 3.1) to which is added the
weight of the following:

a)

b)

fuel tank filled by fuel/fuel — oil mixture or only
fuel, as the case may be, to 90 percent of its
capacity, specified by the manufacturer and for
gaseous fuels such as CNG/LPG, 90 percent by
weight; and

auxiliary equipment if supplied by the
manufacturer alongwith the vehicle in addition
to that necessary for normal operation, such as

tool kithpare wheel carrier(s), windscreen(s),
protective equipment, etc.

3S Vehicle Weight (Fully Equipped)

The vehicle kerb weight ( see 3.2) to which is added
the weight of all such items of supplementary or
alternative equipment as may be supplied by the
manufacturer for fitting to that vehicle.

3.4 Manufacturer’s Maximum Total Weight

The weight calculated by the manufacturer for specific
operating conditions, taking into account such

elements as strength of materials, tyre loading capacity,
etc.
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NOTE — This terminology is commordy understood as

Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW).

3.5 Maximum Authorized Gross Vehicle Weight

Weight specified by the statutory authority for
operating conditions laid down by such authorities.

NOTE — This could be less than manufacturer’s maximum

total weight (see 3.4).

3.6 Maximum Authorized Payload

The weight obtained by subtracting weight mentioned

at 3.2 from that mentioned at 3.5.

3.7 Manufacturer’s Maximum Payload

The weight obtained by subtracting the weight defined
in 3.2 from the weight defined in 3.4.

3.8 Manufacturer’s Maximum Axle Weight

3.9 D~tributed Weight

Weight attributed to each axle in accordance with
manufacturer’s specification.

NOTES

1 Measurements can be made in case of 3.1 to 3.3.

2 Measurements can not be made in case of 3.5 due to
reasons of repeatability. In such case, manufacturer’s
instructions shall be considered as guidelines.

3.10 Load btiO

Ratio between the distributed weight ( see 3.9) to the
total load of the vehicle.

NOTE — The ratio may be significant with respect to any
of the vehicle load condition mentioned at 3.1 to 3.3.
However, such ratio in case of 3.5 shall be based on
manufacturer’s instructions.

The weight determined by the manufacturer in
respect of each axle, taking into account the strength
of materials, the tyre loading capacity, etc.
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ANNEX A

( Foreword)

COMIWITEE COMPCHTION

Automotive Basic Standards Sectional Committee, TED 1

Organization

Automotive Research Association of India, Pune

Ashok Leyland Ltd, Chennai

Association of State Road Transport Undertaking, New Delhi

Automotive Component Manufacturer Association

of India Ltd, New Delhi

Bajaj Auto L]mited, Pune

Bajaj Tempo Ltd, Pune

Central Institute of Road Transport (T&R), Pune

Corrtrollerate of Quality Assurance (Veh) Ahmednagar

Daewoo Motors India Ltd, New Delhi

Either Motors Ltd, Dhar (M. P.)

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. Bangalore

Hindustan Motor Ltd. .Distt Hooghly

Indian Institute of Petroleum, Debra Dun

Kinetic Engineering Ltd, Pune

LML Ltd, Kanpur

Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd, Nasik

Maruti Udyog Ltd, Gurgaon

Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises,

Dept of Heavy Industry, New Delhi

Ordnance Factory Board, Ministry of Defence, Kolkata

Pal-Peugeot Ltd, Dombivli (East), Thane

Premier Automobiles Ltd, Mumbai

Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers,
New Delhi

Tata Engineering and Locomotive Co Ltd. purse

Swaraj Mazda Ltd, Chandigarh

Transport Commissioner, Mumbai

TVS Sazuki Ltd, Hosur

Vehicle Research & Development Establishment,

Ahmednagar

Volvo India Pvt Ltd. Bangalore

Yamaha Motors Escorts Ltd, Faridabad

BIS Directorate General

Representative

SHRI B. BHANOT(Chairman)
SHRJU. A. KULKARNI(Alternate I)
SHRI S. S. SANDHU (Alternate 11)

SHRJC. J. NAGABHUSHANA

SHRI M. SUBRAMANIAN(Alternate )
DR M. KOTEESWARAN

SHRI A. S. LAKAR (Altemare)

SHRIVISHNUMATHOR

SHRI K. N. D. NAMBUOIRIPAO(Alternate)

SHRIT. M. BALARAMAN

SHRI V. M. MANEL (Alternate)

SHRI,R. M. KANITKAR

SHRI V. V. DESHPANOE(Afternate)

SHRJD. G. SHIRKS

SHJUP. C. BARJATIA(Afte;ate)

SHRJK. f3WARAiAH

SHRJR. GOVtNDAPPA

SHRI A. BATRA(Alternate)

SHRJSHARADSA~A

SHRJCHARANJWSINGH(Alternate)

SHRIHARJITSINGH

SHRI C. PATNAIK(Afterrrate )

SHRJU. K. KINI
SHRI D. B. RAY ( Alternate)

SHRJJANARIJHANSHARMA

SHRJR. V. GOWND

DR B. P. PONOJR

SHJUSURAJAGARWAL(Akernafe)

SHRJZ. A. MUJAWAR

SHRJS. K. MUKHERJEE(Alternate )

SHRJL V. RAO

SHRJP. PURUSHOTHAMAN(Aftemate)
SHRJSUSHILKGMAR

SHRJS. K. BHARJJ(Aftemate)
SHRIM. L. SUD

SHRJM. K. MISHRA (Alternate)

SHRJV. R. KULKARNJ

SHRJR. P. SOVANEE (Alternaze )

SHRJG. Y. BHAIT

SHRJS. N. SRINIVASAN(Alremate)

SHRIK. K. GANDHI

SHRJSUMtTSHARMA(Ahemate )
SHRJV. KRJSHN.A5WAMY

SHSJR. R. AKARTE (Afremate)

SHRIA. K. J[NDAL

SHRJS. B. SAHASRABODHE

SHRIM. N. MURALIKRISHNA

SHRJS. R. SARANATHAN(Alternate)

SHRJR. RAJARAM

SHRJK. SENTJHLKUMAR(Alternate )
SHRJANTQNFWtEBSLN

SHRJS. V. SUDERSON(Alternate)
SHRJS. C. YOt4EZ4WA

SHRJB. SARKAR(Alternate)
SHRJA. R. Gtnm, Dwector & Head (Transport Engg)
[Representing Director General (Ex-oflcio)l

Member-Secretary
SHRJA. K. NAGPAL

Director (Transport Engg), BIS
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Bureau of Indian Standards

BIS is a statutory institution established under the Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986 to promote

harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality certification of goods
and attending to connected matters in the country.

Copyright

BIS has the copyright of all its publications. No part of these publications may be reproduced in any form
without the prior permission in writing of BIS. This does not preclude the free use, in the course of
implementing the standard, of necessary details, such as symbols and sizes, type or grade designations.
Enquiries relating to copyright be addressed to the Director (Publications), BIS.

Review of Indian Standards

Amendments are issued to standards as the need arises on the basis of comments. Standards are also reviewed
periodically; a standard along with amendments is reaffirmed when such review indicates that no changes are
needed; if the review indicates that changes are needed, it is taken up for revision. Users of Indian Standards
should ascertain that they are in possession of the latest amendments or edition by referring to the latest issue of
‘BIS Catalogue’ and ‘Standards: Monthly Additions’.

This Indian Standard has been developed from Doc : No. TED 1 ( 274).
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